Abstract-We present a stabilized theory to address the breakdown or inaccuracy issue for low-frequency (LF) characteristic mode analysis (CMA). At LFs, to properly preserve the governing quasi-static circuit physics, the eigenvalue decomposition technique is leveraged to formulate a stabilized eigenvalue problem regarding low-order CMs, which dominate the scattering, radiation, and energy storage properties of arbitrarily shaped conducting bodies. Several efficient schemes are introduced for the computation of the low-order CMs in the LF regime, including the augmented electric-field integral equation, the potential (A-)-based integral equation, and the Calderón multiplicative preconditioner. The LF stabilized CMA enables one to understand and interpret the behaviors of complicated conducting objects with a reduced "modal" representation at LFs, which offers an insightful tool for reduced order modeling in circuit design and analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ECENT resurgence of interest in characteristic mode analysis (CMA) significantly enriches the tool set for the analysis and synthesis of complicated scattering and radiating systems. The theory of CM was first introduced by Garbacz and Turpin [1] to diagonalize the scattering matrix of a conducting object. Later, it was refined by Harrington and Mautz [2] to form a weighted eigenvalue problem by invoking the impedance operator, which relates the induced surface current to the tangent component of the incident electric field on the body surface. Since its inception in the early 1970s, CMA has been mainly investigated in the resonance regime. Although CMA has been adopted in small antenna design where a small number of modal currents are the major contributors of the radiation field [3] , it is less well known how CMs behave at even lower frequencies. Only a few works can be found dealing with low-frequency (LF) CMA in the literature, e.g., Schuman and Harrington [4] studied the LF expansion for CMs of conducting bodies with a perturbation approach. Regarding aperture coupling problems, Leviatan [5] researched on LF CMs for the equivalent magnetic current using generalized admittance operators.
The most popular theory of CM is formulated from the electric-field integral equation (EFIE) [2] . It is well known that EFIE suffers from the LF breakdown or inaccuracy. In scattering and radiating problems, such an issue can be addressed with a variety of methods, including the loop-tree/-star decomposition [6] , [7] , augmented EFIE (A-EFIE) [8] , A-formulation [9] , and the three-term Calderón preconditioning scheme [10] . In this paper, we present an LF stabilized formulation, which resolves the difficulties in computing low-order CMs that dominate the excited field at LFs [11] . Eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) is leveraged to find the inverse of the EFIE reactance matrix [12] . By approximating the EFIE resistance matrix with a truncated Maclaurin expansion, the low-order CMs can be solved for from an LF stabilized eigenvalue problem. More importantly, it reveals a simple frequency dependence in modal solutions when the quasi-static circuit physics governs. This enables one to extract the modal solutions at extremely LFs from one reference solution at a nonbreakdown LF.
As it may not be trivial to perform the standard CMA in LF multiscale modeling of geometries that contain fine, subwavelength features, the A-EFIE-based formulation is adopted for the computation of the reference modal solution [13] . This scheme includes both the current and charge as unknowns to avoid the imbalance between the vector potential and the scalar potential in the standard EFIE. The current continuity equation is enforced as an extra condition to constrain the relation of the current and charge in the weighted eigenvalue problem. The second method to facilitate the LF reference solution utilizes the potential (A-)-based integral equation, where the vector potential equation and the scalar potential equation are formulated separately, and solved in tandem [14] . Distinguished from the A-EFIE-based analysis with the current continuity condition, the A--based CMA is built from the components in EFIE. The resultant eigenvalue problem is constructed from the real and imaginary parts of the system matrix in the original A-formulation. The third method for computing reference solutions is based on the Calderón multiplicative preconditioner. By manually vanishing the discretized square of the scalar potential component of the EFIE impedance matrix, the computation of CMs can be accelerated at even lower reference frequencies. Numerical results are included to demonstrate the validity and performance of these novel CM schemes.
At LFs, characteristic values (CVs) (eigenvalues resulted from CMA) indicate whether their corresponding modal currents store predominately the electric or magnetic energy in a system. As a small number of low-order CMs dominate the LF current solution, it is feasible to represent the system with a reduced "modal" model, which offers an insightful tool for reduced order modeling in circuit design and analysis. Unlike the mathematics-based model order reduction (MOR) using Padé approximation or Krylov-subspace techniques, our approach relies on the physics of modal resonances and energy storage, which is independent of the arrangement of driven elements. Examples of simple circuits are provided to demonstrate the extraction of port impedance or admittance with low-order CMs. It is worth noting that the CM theory for perfect electric conductors possesses many appealing properties, including real CVs, equal-phased modal currents, orthonormal modal currents, and far fields, which diagonalize the conductor's scattering matrix, well-defined radiated and stored energies, and so on. However, not all of these merits are preserved for the generalization of CMA for dielectrics [15] , [16] . When losses are considered in the conductors, it is still inspiring and useful to investigate, manipulate, and engineer the modes from perfectly conducting models [17] , [18] .
II. CHARACTERISTIC MODE ANALYSIS AND ITS BREAKDOWN AT LOW FREQUENCIES
In the widely adopted theory [2] , CMs of an arbitrarily shaped conducting surface S are solved from the EFIE-based eigenvalue problem as
where J n are the characteristic currents, λ n are the CVs, and R and X denote the real and imaginary parts of the EFIE impedance operator Z, respectively. Note that integrations are implied over repeated variables r . The impedance operator Z applies to a surface current J as
with k = ω √ με as the wavenumber, and η = √ μ/ε as the wave impedance (ε and μ are the permittivity and permeability, respectively). The subscript tan takes the tangent component of the vector in the bracket [ ], and the scalar Green's function is
Intuitively, R and X correspond to the radiated energy and the stored energy of the body, respectively. One of the very useful aspects about CMs is that their CVs enable one to understand the behaviors of modal currents. When λ n = 0, the corresponding J n is an externally resonant mode, which is efficient in radiating electromagnetic energy. When λ n < 0 (> 0), J n is an inductive (capacitive) mode, which stores predominantly the magnetic (electric) energy. At LFs where the quasi-static circuit physics governs, even the smallest |λ n | becomes large, telling that the electromagnetic energy is mainly stored or poorly radiated.
In practice, the operator eigenvalue system (1) is discretized with the Galerkin's method into the matrix equation as
where R and X are the resistance and reactance matrices, respectively. Splitting them into the vector and scalar potential components (denoted by subscripts v and s, respectively), i.e., R = R v + R s and X = X v + X s , after omitting the common factor η/4π, the entries of these matrices are computed as
and
where m are taken to be the Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) basis functions. In many applications, the small ends of the eigenspectrum are desired as the corresponding CMs are the main contributor of the excited current. Therefore, iterative eigensolvers are preferred over direct solvers since the former can solve for a portion of the spectrum with much lower computational complexity. As it takes much less effort for Krylov-subspace-based methods to converge to the large ends of the spectrum, the desired modes are often computed by iteratively solving [21] 
for large |ν n |, where ν n = λ −1 n . In this procedure, it calls for matrix vector products (MVPs) in the form of X −1 · y, where
Let us examine the reactance matrix. At very LFs, the scalar potential component, also known as the charge component, governs the electro-quasi-static physics, while the vector potential component, also called by the induction component, governs the magneto-quasi-static physics. When k → 0, the charge component dominates over the induction component, which renders X extremely ill-conditioned giving rise to LF breakdown. It is hence difficult to accurately compute X −1 · y with iterative methods, such as conjugate gradients and generalized minimal residual for a moderate error tolerance, e.g., 10 −3 or 10 −4 . When the frequency is so low that the induction component is 16 orders magnitude smaller than the charge component, the former is treated exactly as zero in doubleprecision computing [12] . As a result, the inductor physics is completely swamped and lost from the system.
III. LOW-FREQUENCY STABILIZED FORMULATION
By using Maclaurin expansions of cos(x) and sin(x), the reactance and resistance matrices can be expressed as
where the entries in symmetric matrices A q and q with integers q are computed as
At very LFs, modal solutions that are of great interest are low-order ones or the dipole modes, since they are the main contributors to the excited currents. Hence, it is sufficient to truncate the infinite sums in (8) and (9) as
respectively, by noting that
due to charge neutrality. Equations (11) and (12) also indicate poor radiation in LF regime as entries of R are with higher orders of k compared to those of X. It is easy to show that the following EVD holds valid
with the orthogonality conditions as
In (15) and (16), superscript T denotes the matrix transpose, I is an identity matrix, is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues as its entries, and V contains eigenvectors as its column vectors. As is well known, −1 has two types of eigenvectors. The first type corresponding to the nullspace of ∇· has zero eigenvalues, which is denoted as V a . The second type denoted by V b has nonzero eigenvalues. Therefore, (14) can be rewritten as (17) , as shown at the bottom of this page, where N, N a , and N b are the numbers of RWG basis functions, nullspace, and nonnullspace eigenvectors, respectively, and
with σ n as nonzero eigenvalues. For a simply connected surface, N a is one or two less than the number of method of moments (MoM) mesh nodes if it is closed or open.
The EVD enables one to rigorously find the inverse of the reactance matrix as [12] 
When the frequency is so low that all σ n k 2 , it is safe to obtain
Now, the task is to compute X −1 · R, where X −1 and R are provided in (12) and (19), respectively. It is obvious that the contribution from V b is computed as
We then note that both V T a · 2 and V T a · 4 vanish as the nullspace of −1 is also the nullspace of 2 and 4 . To obtain the correct frequency dependence, V T a · A 0 should be forced to zero as its continuous counterpart vanishes. The proof is shown in the Appendix. As a result, the contribution from V a is computed as
Together with (15), we obtain an LF stabilized scheme, where the low-order CMs are computed from
where
Obviously, M is frequency-independent as V a , V b , and b are resulted from the frequency-independent eigenvalue problem (17) . Therefore, this scheme is stabilized at arbitrarily LFs. From (22) , one can easily tell that λ n = ν −1 n scales as k −3 . Moreover, if needed, higher order modes can be obtained by including more terms in (9) , when the resistance matrix R is approximated.
IV. LOW-FREQUENCY REFERENCE MODAL SOLUTION As indicated by (22) , in the LF regime, it is unnecessary to solve (7) for dominant, low-order CMs at each individual frequency of interest. A simple approach is to solve (7) [12] . CVs at even lower frequencies k LF can be easily obtained as
while characteristic currents can be computed by normalizing J ref n with respect to R(k LF ). However, in many LF scenarios, the matrix system in (7) may not be well-conditioned. On the other hand, even though (22) is stabilized at arbitrarily LFs, the EVD involved is computationally prohibitive for densely meshed models. To enhance the iterative solutions of CMs at reference LFs, several schemes with better LF properties are presented in this section.
A. A-EFIE-Based CMA
In LF multiscale modeling where the geometry contains fine, subwavelength features, the A-EFIE-based CMA [13] is given by
where R A-EFIE and X A-EFIE are the real and imaginary parts of the A-EFIE matrix
In (25) and (26), c −1 = √ με, and characteristic currents J n and reduced charges ρ n satisfy D · J n = ikcρ n . Definition of matrices D, V, P, B, F, and I can be found in [23] . It can be shown that (25) is equivalent to (7). However, R A-EFIE is immune to LF breakdown, and the MVP R
−1
A-EFIE · y can be iteratively computed with a constraint preconditioning scheme.
B. A-Formulation-Based CMA
With the current J and normal component =n · A as the unknowns, the A-formulation for PEC problems is formulated as
where A inc and inc are the incident vector potential and scalar potential, respectively. Here,n denotes the unit normal pointing outside. The formulations are discretized with RWG basis functions as the current basis function and pulse basis as the expansion basis for . By testing the A-formulation with RWG basis and the -formulation with pulse basis, the gradient operator in (27) can be taken onto the testing function by using integration by parts. Thus, the resultant system matrix for the A-formulation is symmetric (the system matrix of A-EFIE is asymmetric).
Since the surface charge can be written as
and the current continuity condition
the EFIE system can be further derived as
The first two components in (31) are the terms in the A-formulation, and the last two components in (31) are the gradient of the terms in the -formulation. Thus, it is possible to decompose the EFIE-based matrix into four submatrices. Considering the existence of the imaginary factor i ω, the generalized eigenvalue problem for the novel system can be written with the real and imaginary parts of the originally Aformulation system matrix as
where R A-and X A-are the real and imaginary parts of the A-formulation system matrix. As before, (32) is converted into a standard eigenvalue problem for the adoption of iterative eigensolvers.
C. Calderón Preconditioner-Based CMA
Inspired by the Calderón preconditioner, left-multiplying both sides of (4) by X results in
By substituting R = R v + R s and X = X v + X s into (33), and leveraging the discretization scheme as documented in [19] , one obtains
with G as the Gramian matrix connecting the RWG bases and Buffa-Christiansen (BC) bases [19] , [20] . Note that we manually let X
vanish as in [10] . The resultant matrix X CP is well-conditioned and free from LF breakdown. Hence, one can transform (33) to
where MVPs X As aforementioned, CMA offers an insightful tool for MOR, which is driven by the modal physics at LFs. For an arbitrarily shaped conducting surface, the induced current J ind due to an arbitrary incident field E inc is computed by the MoM as
where Z = R + i X is the EFIE impedance matrix, and the right-hand side vector has entries as
The normalized characteristic currents J T m · R · J n = δ mn can be used as bases for the expansion of the induced current as
where the modal coefficients are computed as
At LFs, a few low-order CMs dominate the solution J ind , since they have relatively small CVs, and hence large modal significances |1 + i λ n | −1 .
The modal impedance at a circuit port, where an infinitesimal gap voltage source is placed, can be computed as
where I n = C edge J n (r) ·n port dC. The definition for C edge andn port can be found in [22] . The circuit admittance can, therefore, be computed by Y in = n Y n , which can be approximated with the sum of a few dominant modes with 1/k 3 scaling in λ n at LFs. In circuit applications, V inc is frequency-independent for a gap voltage excitation. For an inductive problem, the normalized, dominant currents I n scale as 1/k 2 since they are mainly resulted from V a that interacts with the last two terms in (12) . Hence, from (42), it is obvious that Y in scales as 1/k, which is consistent with the common-sense knowledge of inductors. However, for a capacitive problem, the normalized, dominant currents I n scale as 1/k as they are resulted from V b , which interacts with the first two terms in (12) . This leads to the common-sense knowledge of capacitors that Y in scales as k.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we first demonstrate the LF breakdown in CMA, and then validate the accuracy and efficiency of proposed schemes. Finally, we investigate simple circuits with the LF theory of CMs. 
A. LF Breakdown in CMA
The breakdown is demonstrated by applying CMA to a perfectly conducting sphere with radius a = 1 m in the LF regime. The eigenvalue equation (7) is solved with the Arnoldi Package (ARPACK). As shown in Fig. 1 , at nonbreakdown frequencies, ARPACK yields correct CVs for the degenerate electric and magnetic dipole modes, which scale as λ 3 , and for the degenerate electric and magnetic quadrupole modes that scale as λ 5 . Here, λ is the free-space wavelength.
As the frequency is lowered, we start to observe LF breakdown for dipole modes when λ/a ∼ 10 7 . It is observed that the computed current of the electric mode becomes less accurate [ Fig. 2(a) ], and the current of the magnetic mode is completely incorrect [ Fig. 2(b) ]. This is because the induction component, which contributes to the magnetic mode, is overwhelmed by the charge component. At an even lower frequency where λ/a ∼ 10 10 , neither of the modal currents is correctly computed, as shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d) . Moreover, it is shown in Fig. 1 that the CVs for dipole and quadrupole modes fail to retain λ 3 and λ 5 wavelength dependence when λ/a ∼ 10 7 and λ/a ∼ 10 5 , respectively.
B. LF Stabilized CM Formulation
To validate the proposed LF stabilized formula, we first recalculate the dipole modes of the sphere with (22) when λ/a ∼ 10 10 . The modal currents are correctly computed, as shown in Fig. 3 . CVs of the electric and magnetic modes are computed as 6.216 × 10 27 and −1.244 × 10 28 , respectively.
We then consider a square loop, which is λ/60 along its maximum dimension at 5 MHz. As shown in Table I , CVs computed with the conventional scheme (7) agree quite well with those resulted from the LF stabilized scheme (22) . When the frequency is set to 1 Hz, modal currents of the magnetic mode J 3 and the electric mode J 4 are obtained by solving (22) , and shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) , respectively. At this frequency, the conventional scheme (7) produces incorrect current patterns.
C. Reference Modal Solution
As aforementioned, (22) is valid at arbitrarily LFs. However, it relies on the computationally expensive EVD, which limits its applications. However, (22) indicates that modal solutions at lower frequencies can be extracted from a single solution computed at one reference frequency. Several examples are presented as described in the following, where the proposed schemes are adopted to compute reference solutions.
1) A-EFIE Base Scheme:
Validation of the A-EFIE-based scheme is provided in [13] . A couple of dominant CMs of a package board containing two interconnect pairs are computed with the A-EFIE-based scheme. The triangular mesh has 79, 480 patches and 114, 240 inner edges. The operating frequency is set to 500 MHz, and the largest dimension of the board is around λ/35. As it involves multiscale modeling, characteristic modal currents are computed with (25), and a four-level LF fast multipole algorithm is adopted for accelerating MVPs. The first two modal currents are plotted in Fig. 5 , and the associated CVs are 4.9796 × 10 3 and 1.4621 × 10 4 , respectively.
2) A-Φ Formulation-Based Scheme: Validation of the A-formulation-based scheme is provided in [14] . A spiral structure is investigated with the A-formulation-based scheme. The number of unknowns in this model is 1 364, and the operating frequency is set to 10 MHz. Under the delta-gap excitation, the current distribution on the structure is shown in Fig. 6 . A few modal currents computed with (32) are shown in Fig. 7 , with CVs computed as −4.03 × 10 10 , −8.17 × 10 8 , 8.42 × 10 9 , and 2.84 × 10 8 , respectively, and expansion coefficients computed as 9.85 × 10 −8 , 4.03 × 10 −8 , 1.18 × 10 −9 , and 2.06 × 10 −10 , respectively. It is obvious that the LF physics of the spiral structure can be captured with a reduced "modal" model, where only two magnetic modes J 1 and J 2 are included.
3) Calderón Preconditioner-Based Scheme: For the same sphere with a radius of 1 m, the Calderón preconditioner-based scheme is used for the computation of a few low-order CMs CP ·y are solved by GMRES with an error tolerance of 10 −3 . The eigenspectra ξ n of X and X CP are plotted in Fig. 8 . Evidently, X is extremely ill-conditioned as it has eigenvalues with very large and small magnitudes, while X CP is well-conditioned with eigenvalues compactly clustering around −0.25. Modal currents of the magnetic mode resulted from (7) and (37) are shown in Fig. 9 CP ·y in the EFIE, A-EFIE, A-, and Calderón preconditioner-based schemes, respectively. The same sphere model at the frequency when λ/a = 10 5 is employed to compare these MVPs, which are computed by GMRES, where y is a random vector. The comparison of their convergence histories is provided in Fig. 10 . It shows that the A-EFIE and A-formulation-based schemes have almost the same performance. The Calderón preconditioner-based scheme converges faster than the other schemes, however, it usually consumes more computational resources due to the adoption of BC basis functions.
D. Port Admittance Extraction
Port admittance extraction is performed using dominant low-order CMs for several simple circuits. A capacitor is excited with a delta-gap voltage source at the specified port at 100 MHz [ Fig. 12 ]. The port capacitance of the structure is computed to be 0.470 pF. Modal coefficients for the first 200 modes are plotted in Fig. 11 . It is observed that the fourth mode [ Fig. 12(b) ] has the largest modal coefficient, of which the modal capacitance is 0.466 pF. On the other hand, a loop inductor with a width of one mesh grid is excited at 1 GHz [ Fig. 13 ], and the port inductance is computed to be 0.156 nH. It is observed from Fig. 11 that the second mode [ Fig. 13(b) ] has the largest modal coefficient, of which the modal inductance is also 0.156 nH.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present the LF stabilized scheme to compute dominant, low-order CMs of arbitrary conducting bodies. A-EFIE, A-, and Calderón preconditioner-based schemes can be adopted for the computation of reference modal solutions. In addition to validating the efficiency and accuracy of proposed methods, numerical examples are provided as evidence that LF modes possess useful information for reduced order modeling and admittance extraction in circuit problems. 
This holds true even when the surface is not simply connected.
